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TIGER PAW NOTES
Student Teachers
Those who expect to do student
teaching next semester are
notified that the sign-up meeting
will take place in Thursday,
November 5 at 11 am.
Elementary education people
meet in 110 Owen Hall. People
who do not attend this meeting
cannot expect to do their student
teaching during the semester.

Courses in French
Francois Barnett, Assistant
Professor of French, and Roger
Barnett, Assistant Professor
geography, are offering two
courses to be held in Paris this
January. Mrs. Barnett's course
will be in French theater,
cinema, and the socio-cultural
life of Paris.. Mr. Barnett's
course will be dealing with the
history and urban geography of
France and the Paris Region.
Students interested need not
write and speak French for the
latter course. The two courses
will travel and stay as one group,
and many events will be
arranged in common. Costs will
be about $600-700 for air fare

STUDENT
SPECIAL
Typewriter Rentals

3 months for
See this new Diamond Ring set
creation tomorrow! Fine diamonds
and precious metals have been
gloriously combined to bring you one
of the season's outstanding values...
a lifetime investment in gracious living.

CONVENIENT TERMS

CLICK JEWELERS
207 E. Weber Ave.

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS

ELECTRIC
PORTABLES

515

SI A

IV monthly

Rent to try—IP ill apply
if you buy

ISO North California-495-5181

from San Francisco and
accomodation in Paris, but
cannot be established exactly
until the number of students is
determined. Either instructor
will be glad to explain the
details to any interested
student.

Folk Dancers
"Veselos" of the University
Folk Dancers are now inviting
new members. The group is now
entering its third year of
combining the academic
community with the community
at large in the area of folk
dancing. Beginers and singles
and doubles couples are
encouraged as many foreign
dances do not require partners.
The class will be held every
Tuesday evening that the
university is in session. There is
no tuition or unit credit given
from the university. Those with
questions concerning the class
may call 465-3044.

Dial-a-Coach
A month and a half ago the
University Athletic Department
began a new system of
communication between the
university and the community.
DIAL-A-COACH
was
established which now enables
anyone interested to call a
number and listen to three
minutes of inside information on
the latest of UOP sports.
During the first weeks since its
inception, dial-a-coach has
proved to be one of the most
popular telephone numbers on
campus, especially durring the
early portion of the football sea
with reporters from Northern
California keeping abreast daily
of the practice sessions and
after game news. Homer Smith
has kept up on the daily reports
while football has been in full
swing, though from time to time
-r '•' f i,

LIQUORS - WINES
MIXES - KEG BEER

ICE

the other coache- .All be given
time to air their views to the
public. After football season
ends, coaches Edwards and
Willens will take over the larger
portion of the duties, enabling
listeners to keep up with
basketball on a day to day basis.
Due to the large response to
dial a coach the number has
been changed to 946-2530, and it
may be called any time of the
day or night in case you get
lonely and have the urge to hear
a soothing voice.

IES Meeting

464-3886

FIRST
Help In Understanding
Literature is Always
Available at Your
Cliff's Notes Dealer
NEARLY 200TITLES

A meeting will be held October
28 at 4:30 pm in the Anderson
Gold Room for all those
students interested in attending
the University's Institute of
European Studies Centers in
Europe.
Educational
opportunities are offered in
Viena, Paris, Madrid, Freiburg
and Durham. All programs
include various field trips to
different parts of Europe and
the cost, which is about the
same for UOP tuition, covers
room, board, tuition and trips.
Admission standards differ for
different programs at the
minimum above average
scholarship is required; junior
standing in some programs,
sophomore standing in others.
For details, students are urged
to contact Dean Betz at 112
Administration Building.

$1

at your bookseller

THRIFTY DRUG

Weberstown Mall
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UOP Football
Sept. 13-19

The CollegeMaster Athlete is chosen each week '
coaches at UOP. He is selected and award'
CollegeMaster Athlete of the Week Award f°.r
the most outstanding UOP athlete.
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JOHN REID

UOP Football
Sept. 20-26

GUSTAVO WILSON

UOP Soccer
Sept. 27-Oct. 3
CollegeMaster Representative
Gary Duquette
1151 W. Robinhood
Stockton, Calif.

478-2620

Trophy Complements of Keiths Trophy Supply
1443 N. El Dorado St., Stockton
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PRIORITIES?

"If this is going to be a student power situation, you can damn well
look for your (financial)support elsewhere."—RPM

Athletic Budget Needs Study
by Bob Greenstreet
all black athletes and 59% of the away games.
October 12 may well be marked white athletes have graduated.
PR VALUE
as a red letter day for opponents
COMPETITION
Last
year
the athletic advisory
of big time athletics at UOP.
Another reason for keeping board was formed to study the
That is the day President
problem
of
Robert Burns decided to release scholarships is the program c o n t i n u i n g
itself. Without them the teams intercollegiate athletics at
the athletic budget.
Athletic Director Cedric would not be able to compete UOP. But President Burns took
Dempsey proved more than against the schools they play. full responsibility for the
cooperative in revealing Indeed, as indicated earlier, it is decision to enter the PCAA.
figures. He indicated flaws in doubtful that the school could Dempsey feels the PCAA is the
the budget's calculation--that it find competition at all. The best of the available options.
accounts for neither $243,500 in philosophy of intercollegiate No one knows how much~if anyscholarship aid nor $80,000 in athletics is competion. For that -money would be lost if athletic
coache's salaries. What it does reason Dempsey feels the c o m p e t i t i o n
were
deinclude is a net deficit- program best represents the e m p h a s i z e d .
Many
excluding those last two figures American culture and life style.
administration sources fear a
He also feels this is one reason considerable
of $106,455.
drop
in
Dempsey could not deny that the program has come under endowments, though Burns has
athletics looses money. He was attack. The counter culture does indicated in the past this is not
even willing to document what not accept the necessity of necessarily the case. Dempsey
amounts to a total deficit of competition nor the "survival of feels university fund raising
$349,955 for the current degree the fittest" philosophy inherent programs would be impaired,
of athletic involvement. But he in athletics. Dempsey feels once but it is impossible to calculate
was not distressed by this these personal biases are any figures.
The athletic budget shows
apparent economic catastrophe. overcome, people will realize
Instead he feels the school is at that on finiancial grounds the outside donations of $34,000. The
its optimum level of athletic current program is the only year old Athletic Foundation is
viable one
endeavor.
expected to bring in a minimum
TRAVEL
SCHOLARSHIPS
UOP could function under such of $25,000 ($20,000 has already
The two most expensive items a program if it were to compete b e e n s e c u r e d ) a n d t h e
in the athletic budget are at a lower level. Only if several Quarterback Club will donate
scholarships and travel. The two schools in the immediate about $9,000 to football.
then,the
expenditures are justified by the vicinity were to implement E c o n o m i c a l l y ,
same rationale-geography.
community
of
Stockton
seems to
similar programs could UOP
Geography is the major reason consider so doing. The schools be attempting to make up for
UOP cannot afford a non- would have to be near, because Pacific's perpetually low gate
scholarship program. There are it costs money to travel long receipts.
simply not enough schools in distances. It cost $20,000 to fly
ALTERNATIVES
Northern California which wish the football team to Louisiana.
What would happen if
to compete on such a level. The But because of the level of intercollegiate athletics were
West Coast Athletic Conference, competition the game netted eliminated? Dempsey feels the
the Far West Conference and $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 f o r t h e a t h l e t i c school would be forced to
the Pacific Coast Athletic
completely reorient itself. He
department.
Association are too' near the The school used to lose money denies
that
de-emphasizing
professional
level
o f on almost all away games. athletics would free $350,000 for
competition to allow a non- P l a y i n g U t a h S t a t e , f o i use in the rest of the school,
scholarship program.
example, is financially a losing largely because the impact on
venture. Though the school has a fund raising is unknown.
SCHOLASTICS
In all probability, if Pacific
good football team, it does not
Scholarships, then, seem to be a attract sufficient crowds to were to de-emphasize athletics
necessity as long as UOP has an make the trip financially it would mean terminating
ntercollegiate
a t h l e t i c s worthwhile. Playing schools athletics as the program
The reorientation
Program. Dempsey feels it such as LSU, which is not that existed.
hould be understood the much better (according to would necessitate a shift in
scholarships are not paychecks Dempsey) nets considerable priorities so significant as to
-o professional athletes who gate reciepts. Currently, then, almost eliminate the basis of the
lever graduate from college. the program is designed to athletic program. Because there
Jver the past ten years 62% of secure maximum profits from are no nearby schools with

Monday the administration decided to release the details of the
intercollegiate athletic budget. This is the first time that the details
of any university department budget have been released to the
publec.
The information gained in this case is nothing revolutionary but
the decision will allow the students and faculty on various com
mittees who have secretively glimpsed at the budget to reveal
what they know about it at first glance, it appears that no evidence
of blatant misuse of funds will be found. As President Burns said as
he made his announcement, "we have nothing to be ashamed of."
The release of any budgetary details of the university depart
ments has been argued against by the administration on the grounds
that individual departments would feud over their respective
allotments. This reasoning reveals the pettiness of campus politics.
For years people have been talking about getting the release of the
total university budget, but to no avail.
In discussions with Financial Vice President Robert Winterberg over the current controversy of PSA funding of intercollegiate
athletics this request was renewed just last week, this reporter
presented the rational for the release of this aspect of the univer
sity budget. All other requestors of the PSA for funds had to submit
a detailed budget and there was some suspension generated by
keeping it secretive. Dr. Winterberg, as well as Burns, had read
last weeks Pacifican, and found our point in the paper disturbing.
They were upset over the words "university mismanagement" of
the student union fund, which occurred in an article about the PSA
meeting of the previous week. They were defensive because they
felt that "university" necessarity meant administration.
This was a new argument against releasing the budget. Winterberg
and Burns felt that the public and especially the Pacifican, would
use portions of it out of context merely to enforce their own point of
view. Public discussion, they felt, would only complicate matters.
One got the impression that they felt the general university public
unable to come to a mature decision on the matter. On the contrary,
the Pacifican feels that the adminstrative attitude towards both
athletics and the athletic budget is itself immaturity.
The PSA Senate has stumbled upon the opportunity to become an
effective voice in policy making. As a result of their tight budget,
they were forced to question the traditional allocation to the ath
letic department. The issue has become intense and the Senate's
decision will have far-reaching effects on the overall direction of
the university. If the finds are allocated, it will be because of apa
thy. At this point the senate has neglected to investigate the issue
enough to fully understand the situation. Instead, this week they
took their usual meeting time to act as judges for the Homecoming
Queen Contest.
It is interesting to note that no one at the first senate meeting at
which the budget was discussed challenged Dempsey's contention
that the athletic department would have to start charging students
admission to home games, or ask to see the exact figures, or sug
gested that the money could perhaps come from another source
within the athletic department.
If the PSA is empowered to have any real say in the running of
this university, then it must start seriously questioning what is
being done by the administration. If the PSA wants to find out
what's really happening, it should demand to see the entire budget,
hire an accountant to study it and then amke intelligent suggestions
about it. Since budgetary allocations seem to be the only manifesta
tion of philosophy and priorities for UOP, then at last our student
representative should now and be able to influence the direction of
the University.

—Bob McLean

which to compete and because
travel expense is prohibitive,
major intercollegiate athletic
competition
would
be
economically unfeasible.
STUDY
Without major intercollegiate
athletics, the university would
need to examine the possibility
of emphasizing what are now
minor sports-soccer, tennisand intermural sports to replace
the current program. If any
study has been done examining
this possibility, no results have
been made available.
In light of the school, however,

what it is and what it has always
been, Burns and Dempsey seem
justified in indicating PCAA as
the only viable program of
intercollegiate athletics for this
institution. Largely because no
alternative to athletics for this
institution has been studied it is
impossible to argue rationally
for complete elimination of the
program. This is not to say that
such studies should not be done.
It is only to indicate that until
they are undertaken, the
argument against big-time
athletic involvement will be an
emotional, not a rational,
discussion.
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Football—Worth the cost?

by Roger Barnett

It is not easy to write a statement making the
case against the costly big-time football program
we presently have at Pacific. Not easy, bu
because the argument is poor and tenuous, quite
the reverse, but because the defendants ot bigtime college football have managed to maneuvere
themselves into the position of God, motherhood
and apple pie.
,
Indeed, one pro-football worthy, our esteemed
State Superintendent of Schools,
has equated criticism of college football with the
stand of " dooks, curmbums, and commies...
hairy loud-mouthed beatniks." Well as a clean
shaven, middle class critic, I do not feel I fall into
any of those categories, and neither does our own
most active defender of Pacific football, Director
of Athletics, Cedric Dempsey. In his article on
college athletics in the spring 1969 issue of Pacific
Review, Depmsey nevertheless essentially based
his position on emotional grounds, and paid
superficial lip-service to the issues I will discuss
below.
Criticisms

A very substantial majority of the faculty at
Pacific has indicated its wish to see a massive
reduction in the present commitment to inter
collegiate football. Most of them have "philoso
phical" objections to the role of the present form
of intercollegiate athletics in the life of the
university, and they could argue with Max
Rafferty and Cedric Dempsey for a long time,
taking the slings and arrows of name-calling in
their stride, and demonstrating that in the long
tradition of the university in western culture most
of its values and success have had absolutely
nothing to do with the so-called educational value
of a major intercollegiate athletic program. But,
right now, at Pacific in 1970, this is not the issue,
and we are not permitted the luxury of a debate on
moral and ethical values in this field.
It is the contention of the critics that tne
staggering losses on football, above all, are not
producing benefits for the university at large_or
for the bulk of the students, are depriving other
areas of university life of needed money in a
damaging way, are promoting very special
benefits for a handful of students and coaches to
enable to them to live parasitically at the expense
of the rest of the university, and, above all, are
not consonant with educational developments of
Pacific in the sixties, or its plan for the seventies.
As recent issues of the Pacific Review show, we
have changed in the sixties— cluster colleges,
new pharmacy school, minority programs; and
we are continuing this trend, along with major
new programs such as the Danforth PlanRirCOP^

into the seventies. We all applaud this thrust.
Accreditation Report

But we move ahead without a development
plan and without an established system of
priorities. Expensive new ?rogra™sh f"
developed and old follies kept in being but is this

really possible? Many of us doubt it. Back in
a report of an accreditation team was prefaced y
a congratulatory note. All of the critical
judgements of the 1955 report had been taken into
account and the situation remedied with the sole
exception of the sharp comments on the
intercollegiate athletic programs. The
accreditation report noted that the "abnormally
large athletic budget" was "anachronistic , ana
the program enjoyed "no real support m the
faculty, or in considerable areas of the studen
body."
.
The report also noted that this budget was
drain on the finances of the university, and that it
led to deprivation in other areas such as t
library, buildings, salaries, academic
scholarships, etc. The President was moved tc
counter this position by assuring the accreditation
team that the athletic budget was about to be
reduced massively within a year. Nothing has
changed. Ten years later, in spite of all the
developments, and they are most praiseworthy,
we still suffer an under-nourished library, slum
buildings, salaries (in spite of increases) that are
still low on national ratings, and no academic
scholarships that even approximate the nearly 100
athletic scholarships.
The 1960 report suggested that we re-order our
prioiides in this area, but we seem not to have
done so. The athletic program in the opinion of
informed and neutral outsiders was a cross to
bear in 1960. It has become a dead weight in 1970.
Must we continue to 1980 with no change until it
becomes a monster
The programs of the
seventies are costly in a way those of the sixties
were not- the new Danforth plan and the minority
program will have to fight an ever-embittered
battle for limited funds unless some relief from
the bottomless football cash drain is found.
Divided Campus
None of us expect th ^ millenium when football
is abolished. Its termination would be more a sign
of good faith on the part of the university in a
more open discussion of resources and priorities.
This we have not had. The 1960 report pointed out
that the privileged position of intercollegiate
athletics was a divisive force on campus, the
special favors making faculty and students alike
critical and uncomfortable.
Thus the "anachronism", far from promoting
the esprit de corps and school spirit much vaunted
by Athletic Departments, had then, and still does,

Isn't tradition what makes a university great?"—RPM

the reverse effect. A program in proportion an«
accordance with goals and resources would havea

nnsitive effect on the university s sense 0|
community. Our present one does not, and will not
as^ong as it serves its own special interests So

at this point may ask where are the
facts to support these arguments. The answer j,
hat they are not easily found. An Advisory Board
of Athletic Policy was appointed last year to comt
up with new ideas. A defective questionnaire^
circulated to faculty and students and a fa
alumni and the results presented in a maSi
meeting in October, 1969. The presentation of thf
results and the ensuing discussion were typically
valueless, since, in spite of Dempsey s efforts to
tie in his big time football with new trends #
university programs, and in spite ot somf
indications of discontent with the present
program in the replies to the questionnaire th<
debate remained in the hands of the. Athletic
Director and at the "mom and apple pie level
One hopes the Advisory Boar t in private can d<
better. Little success was I d in turning the
debate to priorities and finane 1 issues, but froit
diverse sources, not always fully reliable weeai
illustrate some absurdities in t le present budget
Paradoxes
For example, we spend as much to 1 eed an;
house the 90 or so athletes on athletic scholarship!
as we do no new books for th library. The total
library budget is about the same as the total loss
on football operations this past year. I doubt yoi
could find a single college in Uie nation with suet
a peculiar pair of budget items, and the chancesol
its reputation as an academic institution beinp
compromised would be substantial.
Out of every full student tuition collected, $
goes to support those on athletic scholarship
while only $15 goes towards buying books for th
library. Where else is this true? And when i
funds of the university are largely derived fron
tuition, massive losses from football must com
from the pockets of the students or their parents
Dempsey mentions the number of events \
student can go to for $4.00 from his Studen
Association contribution, but conveniently ignore
the sum between $100 and $200 from each tuitio:
needed to keep his enterprise going, and like it®
not this is the equivalent of gate money, becaus
in a twon this size, on a campus this size, withtw
competition of television, the lure of the Bay Am
etc., we cannot fill the: white elephant of
stadium built in the fifties in a previous misguide
effort to spend in order to become profitable.^
the Athletic Director would like us to try this foil,
again by building a basketball auditorium.
This is then what it is all about. Are we going'
continue to give a totally free ride (free tuiti®
room and board) to 90 athletes when we g'1
nowhere near the same status to any oflj
students? This is hardly the way to upgrade i
quality of the student body, since scholarships31
needed to attract the academically talented
well as the athletically talented, most of the late
are at best average in anything academic. Are'
going to build a basketball auditorium when1
need for a science building has been pressing1
over a decade, and while most of the scie"
departments live in World War II slums?
1 would say no.
Time to Act
The time has come to leave football, to ad
that a past mistake was made.
Honesty requires the admission of an erroi
judgement in the past, not claptrap about m(
virtue and the promise of a new auditorium,
fussing over how to win or solve the fo°'
problem "honorably". In our present position
do not need plans for escalation or f°r
imperceptibly gradual withdrawal, a bit by b'
hoc patching up of our mistake, but a sound
fundamental statement of our future and
priorities. We cannot get back the $1.000,00
more that vanished down the football drain i"
sixties, but do we have to sit by and watch 2
million more go the same way in the seventies

laThereader
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Bacon on Big Time Athletic Involvement
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Football-Worth the cost!
by John Schippers and William Bacon
Collegiate football at Pacific is probably here to

stay—if wc can alford it. Like the Graduate
School and the Cluster Colleges, it does not pay its
way, but the university would be a different
institution and attract a different student
population without any of them.
Pacific students do not reject football, at least
according to a survey last year. At rival
institutions— Santa Clara, USF, St. Marys
football has been reinstigated at he demand of
students after a lapse of many years. Even the
University of Chicago has a team again, in club
competition.
Very few of the faculty dispute the desirability
of a sound athletic program; the largest concern
is its financial drain. And here football is capable
of bringing both hope and despair. In many
universities, football revenue has been known to
"carry" the expenses of the entire athletic pr
gram. However, when it goes into the red, the
impact is amplified because of the large
personnel and equipment expenses. Yet in
considering the long-term possibilities of football
at Pacific, to facts are interesting: (1) We have a
large on-campus stadium capable of holding tao
and three times the crowds we get, whereas our
basketball, track, baseball, and auuatic teams
must compete at off-campus faciities; (2) One of
these days the campus and stadium will find itself
midway between two of the state's main express
ways—Interstate 5 and 99.
Reduction in Costs
The reduction of football costs would seem to be
a possibility, but one that has been looked at often
and hard without too much success. A completely
deemphasized football squad needs exactly the
same expensive protective equipment as a na
tional champion team does. Reduction in travel,
recruiting, and scholarship expenses brings not
only the costs down but also the crowds, and a
lessened outgo is balanced by a diminished
income.
Pacific and Stanford are the only independent
institutions in Northern California playing a
major football schedule. Even were we to drop
the level of football, we could not build a complete
schedule with just Santa Clara, USF, and St.
Mary s, (which are steadily building up to Santa
Clara's trek to Philadelphia last fall to play Vilanova). So to an extent, our cost-control efforts
aie a victim of geography, and of our own increasmg tution, which accelerates the athletic deficit
even as it contributes to the impossibility of compe ing with tax-supported schools on a no-scholarship basis.

which pay a minimum salary comparable to that
One of'thf S°n tV116 University of the Pacific.
ot them Bob Lee, gained an extra $15,000 for
:
S 10 tW° play-°ff games for Minnesota.
( A nJ k
°nly ex"Tiger quarterback
was
championship; Tom Flores
was sitting across the field earning a comparable
sum as the winner's share in the single Superbowl game.) In t e School of Education there are
several schoolmen in the field who were ex-Tiger
6
athletes.
Effects of Inflation
As inflation forced up tuition at Pacific the
institution could have turned itself into a school
sole y for the offspring of rich families. This
would have not been compatible with its tradition.
So the effort has continued to find grants, donors,
loan sources, subsidies, all the ways of permit
ting ambitious young people to slip through the
high-tution barrier. A great many do so, but the
difficulty is in determining which ones may.
Should student-athletes receive scholarships
when students rated academically better may not
find ones available?
National Merit scholarships are awarded on a
purely academic basis. One study, however, found
that the children of librarians and professors
produced 234 Merit scholars per 12,672 families,
while the children of laborers produced one Merit
scholar per 3,481,370 families. Since it seems
reasonable that potential is distributed much
much more evenly than that, social factors
appear to be a prime determinant. The same sort
of social factors would generally favor the upper
middle class in the competition for purely aca
demic scholarships.
The athletic scholarships at Pacific have
through the years provided one of the rare op
portunities for minority and low-income youth to
attend the University and, in so doing, attain
vertical mobility, add to the school's image, and
enrich a student body in danger of becoming too
homogeneous for full educational experience.
For years, the athletic teams have encompassed
virtually the only blacks among the students,
but today more blacks are here because of the
pioneering of those minority football and basket
ball scholarship holders. Recent studies done at
Pacific of the past 10 years of football and basket,
ball athletes found that the black athlete had s

slightly higher graduation rate than their white
colleagues. While the percentage of black athletes
on the teams was not large (8 percent) it was
much higher than the overall university percen
tage which is estimated at less than 1 percent.
When compared to Stockton's 10 percent and
California's 6 percent it is obvious that we still
have a long way to go.)
In terms of that even larger California minor
ity, the Spanish-surnamed, consider that the cocaptains of the last football teams were named
Ornelas and Toledo, and that former halfback
Ruben Lopez now heads our federally-funded High
School Equivalency Program which permits mi
grant workers children to come on campus to
finish their secondary education. In addition one
of his staff members is Dan Flores, who was a
regular starter in football and an outstanding
baseball player a few years ago.
Progress Accomplished
The University of Pacific is steadily growing in
size and strength. Real progress is being made,
but many valid needs contend for everv bit of
revenue. For the interim, the development of the
education programs and all other University
programs that seem sound and promising will go
on. Football, the enire athletic program, adds to
the strength of the university community and
does not resent having to compete for funds with
it. The whole challenge of this university, it
seems, isn t to take positive things away but to
develop more of them.
Today's youth cries out for avenues of achieve*ment and recognition that are not merely bookish
or academic. The University needs to keep de
veloping opportunities for individual students
to srive for excellence in diverse ways. Football
and oher sports give a student a chance to go allout for excellence with an opportunity for at
leasthis teammates to recognize the nature of his
effort.
This University is well-known throughout the
nation and much of its reputation and image is
based on the dedicated efforts of its students
participating in music, forensic, dramatic, and
athletic activities. Seldom does one of these
activities pay for itself but think of where Pacific
would be wihout their contributions.

University's Delimma
Gur university's dilemma is a general one. We
cannot bring about many promising actions acting
as one school alone. For instance, a return to oneP atoon football and its smaller squads would cut
osts a great deal. The colossus, of professional
00 all would fight that. But that same collossus,
°w lmmensely rich, pays nothing for the payer
Personnel developed on the campuses. Should
football pay bonuses to the colleges as well
s the individuals signed? Cannot college football
a e a clue from the pros and increase its TV
.jenue? (Every January 1 reiterates the finana potential there). Does every college have
0 man and fund a completely separate recruiting
ogram when even the business teams have poolg and drafting arrangements?

pr°

been6 at^'e^c director and coaching statts have
in , strengthening the entire athletic program,
steadY gains in that crucial factor,
footh
attend
cnm k ,
ance. So let us look at some
imi n u^'ons
football and athletics to the
university and to the participants.
ainly one major function of the University
is t
ser°Prov'de services for its students. One popular
grari'66 'S ^a*
Preparation for an afterfall Uat,on vocation. Five or six Tiger grads last
made the rookie roster of professional clubs

"If concept has lasted so long, it must be valid."— RPM
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Faculty Leaders Ponder Pigskin
CLIMBING-HIKING A STREET BOOT WITH

Since President Burns stated
last year that faculty support
helps validate football, the
Pacifican decided to test that
supposition. An overwhelming
majority condemned UOP ath
letics:
1. the athletic budget with its
severe
deficity
financially
starves the academic depart
ments.
2. the Administration opposes
disclosure of the complete bud
get.
3. the athletic department
dispenses full scholarships;
no other department is so hon
ored.
4. football is a business run
solely for PR and findraising;
since it is non-academic, foot
ball is improper advertising
for an educational institution;
since football runs at a loss, it
seems ironic to use fundraising
as justification.
Other Side
Faculty who support football
maintain that:
1. football builds moral char
acter.
2. football allows minority
group representation outside
CIP and HEP.
3. students on athletic schol
arships would otherwise be un
able to get an education at UOP.
FOOTBALL "EMPIRE"
Dr. Floyd Helton of the Mathe
matics Department said last
year that if he could give full
tuition scholarships he would
be able to build a "Mathematics
Empire." This is true for any of
the departments of the univer
sity.
The major bitch of students
and faculty is the reluctance of
the athletic department to dis
close the budget. It is termed
"against University policy."
Bullshit. As tuition paying stu
dents we have the right to know
where the money goes, and
especially when the athletic
department asks for $25,000

COMFORT VBLE
port athletics of the type we
from PSA on the basis that we
ELASTIC ZED
have.
If
Burns'
vision
of
the
TOP BIND NG.
always have given it, and it is
future of UOP is that it will be
our moral obligation to do so.
CONVEN ENT
respected for its ability to give
SPEED LICE.
One of the classic cop-outs
SOFT CUS ION
of all time comes from Mal- an education, perhaps he should
INS HE.
come Moule, department chair deemphasize football, not ex
pand
it,
and
devote
some
of
his
VIBRANT
CI EAT
man in history: "I don't think
SOLE « HEEL
any us have sufficient infor energies to practicing what he
preaches.
mation on the program for a
valid judgement." The mere
fact that the information is not
"DON'T QUOTE ME"
sufficient is enough for a valid
Available at the
Just because the Bank of
judgement.
Stockton is the place where one
KICK A DYING HORSE
6239 PACIFIC
With the rising rate of infla of the trustees of this university
tion in the country today, costs is president, and just because
of athletics are skyrocketting, ; all the notes for the university
478-3550
and given the decline in their i are gotten from the Bank of
Stockton,
and
just
because
the
popularity, it is sheer stupidity
to escalate our athletic program president of the Bank of Stock
and put us in the PCAA. Putting ton loves football, and is willing
a fancy dress on an ugly whore to have his company and the
university live in a symbiotic
does not a profit make.
The football team is "overly relationship with each other,
proffestionalized,"
according doesn't mean that there could
to Robert Smuny of the classics- be any relationship between the
ass and get some |excersize
When asked about this whole
department, and is severly hin expansion of the UOP football
program
into
the
PCAA
and
any
themself."
issue, and whether the Stockton
dering the rest of the university.
interest
in
profit
or
football
On behalf of the pacifican,
Cathy Tisinger, Callison Col
Community gives a damn about
may we wish you an injoyable
lege, considering the cost of on these two moguls of private Pacific football, and whether
education being on the rise, and enterprise.
the 1350,000. deficit in the Ath Homecomming Week ;nd. and
hope that you will enjoy the
the situation our library is in
letic Department made any im
performance on Sati rday at
that the increased spending on
pression on him, Lars Ganzel
Pacific Memorial Stadi jm.
THREE SOLUTIONS
football is doing the university
of Callison, said that "I think
Robert Knighton of the Eng everybody ought to get off their
a disservice, and jeopardizing
lish department, COP, had the
the school.
Steven Anderson, also of Cal foresight to suggest one of three
ROOOOOOOOOCOOOQOOOOOOOOOOCTOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
lison, said that "athletics has solutions to the deplorable situa
become an unj8stified drain of tion: the establishment of a
resources." Callison's Dr. Ste-ver separate cluster college or pro
curious to him that with the fessional school in athletics.
Office—North Hall
Phone 946-2140
amount spent on athletics that Funded by professional teams,
A Publication of the Pacific Student Association—University of the Pacific.
the P.E. facilities are grossly the school would, in much the
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office Stockton
same way as the School of Pharinadequate.
California, under the Act of March 3, 1897. Member United Stati s Student
mach, act as a funnel for those
Press Association and Collegiate Press Service.
Represented Nati inally by
people wishing to pursue athle
National Educational Advertising Services, 18 East 50th Street.1 New \ ork, New
PRACTICE WHAT YOU
York 10022.
tics as a career.
PREACH
With a placement service, and
All material copyright "Pacifican," 1970.
The future of the university the recruiting that it already Signed material represent the opinion of the author and not - cessarily t tat of the
depends on its priorities, and if practices, it would separate staff or advertisers of the Pacifican.
we are to continue the same athletics (although not physical
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit letters for length and usage, Letters
kind of fiasco, then this insti Education) from the general should be typed, double-spaced, signed, and preferably not in exces: of 200
tution is in real trouble.
budget, and allow the rest of the words.
The basic question then be- university to develop its hereto
GOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO . ooooc
becomes whether it is within fore underdeveloped areas.
the role of a university to sup"It's easy to see that there
are things more important,"
says Gwen Brown in the Philo
nd Charming
sophy Department, "but it's
not an opposition to football,
WiBBre Nostalgia
only a severe question in my
O
mind about whether or not we
DECORATED
IN RARE
can afford it." We can afford
6
BEAUTIFUL
ANTIQUES
the reduction of our intercol
.OLD TIME ATMOSPHERE
legiate athletic program to the
OLD TIME 600DNESS
OLD TIME PRICES
level of intramural contests as
OLD TIME HOT HOME MADE YEAST
is the practice of European
(READ
schools.
DELIGHTFUL FOOD

$21.95
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How busy people
earn better grades

AAA APPROVED
ChtrUi and Charlotte, Ownon

BEAT
SANTA
CLARA
Cliff s Notes —remember the name —it can mean
a lot in better literature grades. Cliff's
Notes are famous for fast, straight-tothe-point help. You get expert scene-by-scene
or chapter-by-chapter commentary. You get
valuable, easy-to-understand discussion of major
characters, development of theme and plot, plus
a helpful review section. Don't fight literature
-learn to understand it with Cliff's Notes.

NEARLY200TITLES $1 EACH

HERE:

'Mm/A

FAMILY BOOK STORE
Weberstown Shopping Center
4950 Pacific Ave. Mall 206
Stockton, Calif. 95207
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^hey controlled you as long as they needed you

fl

by

she'll be

PROUD
and you'II be

SURE...
if it's an

rtcarved

And we mean sure! Only
Artcarved diamonds are
guaranteed 4-ways in
writing, backed by the
nation-wide Permanent
Value Plan* exchange
feature. And their
beauty? Well, come i n 
let the exquisitely styled
diamonds speak for them
selves. Pricesstart at $100.
Easy terms available.

Beloved by Brides for
over 100 years,
ROANOKE SIT
Engagement Ring
$350.00
Brlda'i Circlet
$100.00
Tr«d«m*rk Prlcn incf red Tu
Imp enlarged to ghow detail

borelli jewelers
on the MIRACLE MILE
2051 Pacific Ava.

Your Freedom of Choice Jeweler

L Authoriied A r t c a r v e d jew.t.e

He slid down on tne suid ,,ext
to me and smiled in a quiet
friendly way. That is the way he
seems- quiet- not because he
does not speak but rather
because he comes off as being
subdued ..and his voice is very
J
soft.
This is someone who last year
and the year before that, was a
white figure on the football field
with an orange number on his
back, scrambling, crawling
emitting brutality and
methodical violence. But here on
the sofa he was an actual
person...breathing...and
we
spoke for awhile of him and
football.
1 was recruited to come
here," he begins in response to
my probing. "Someone from
WOP came to me, took me out
for a steak dinner and
attempted to convince me to
come here. I was invited for a
weekend to look around, so they
arranged a date with some
sorority chick and told me what
a great place UOP was and how
it would do so much for my
future if I came here."
He smiles again but then
becomes very serious and an
intensity seems to overcome
him.
"It's difficult to say what
went into my decision. My
Freshman year I went to UCLA.
They told me that there was a
possibility, a good one, of my
getting a football scholarship if I
enrolled. After I did they
informed me that there would
be no scholarship, no money to
hejp me."
"When UOP approached me
with what sounded like a good
offer I was a sophomore at a
Junior College because I
couldn't really afford anything
else. I accepted the offer
because it was the best one at
the time."
He seems to speak very easily
of all this, very calmly, almost
matter-of-factly. I asked him
what they had told him during
recruitment.
"When we came here we were
led to believe that we would get
much more than we actually
did. They had said to us that
they would secure part time
jobs at the docks for the
players; we could work only

^he"
wanted to and they said
that the money was good. But
we need Port Card to work, and
no one seemed to know anything
about them."
"They also promised us good
jobs in Stockton during the
summer, and even had us sign a
Est if we were going to be here.
But nothing ever materialized
and so I finally just went
home."
"We were also led to believe
that the athletic department
would cover the cost of our
books. The Quarterback Club
paid for mine the first semester
and then after that I don't know
what happened. We all had to
pay for them ourselves. Some
individuals got more than
others: if all depended on how
much you were worth to them."
I asked him how he was
treated while on the team and he
nodded and moved his hands as
he spoke.
I was treated fairly. I knew
what they expected of me and I
gave them exactly what they
wanted. Most of my complaints
• with the system concern my
experiences with the old coach,
and so they're not that
applicable to Pacific Football
now."
"Scovill was fresh from a
military academy before
coming here and I think t at type
of life influenced him greatly as
a coach. Once in awhile he
would have surprise bed checks
at 11:00, and I wouldn't always
be in my room. This usually

meant extra running the next
day."
"I remember one time all of
us were eating in a dining hall
and one of the players had
gotten a bad sunburn and had
his shirt off. Apparently a few
women complained to Scovill
about it so he told the player to
put the shirt back on...and made
him run an extra lap at the next
practice."
"Scovill also used to have us
practice illegally in the spring.
But I guess the thing that
bothered me the most was his
hasseling. I used to hide in the
bathroom until I could put my
helmet on so Scovill wouldn't
see the length of my hair.
"Another thing that made it
difficult was the fact that we
always had to do everything by
ourselves. Some universities
arrange tutoring for the players
but we always had to take care
of that. You might say that they
controlled you as long as they
needed you and then did not go
beyond that to really help.
I mentioned the fact that
many speculate upon the idea of
scholarships and their validity
and he again seemed to agree.
"I think that perhaps the
university should be a little
more careful in distribution. I
too have seen guys who are on
full room and board driving
around in say, a 1970 Firebird.
But on the other hand, someone
like myself could never afford to
come here if it wasn't for the
financial aid. Also, through

athletic scholarships a great
many more minorities are
attending. My first year there
were I think perhaps eight black
students on the entire campus
and this situation has improved
some, although not much. I feel
however that the university
should sponsor these students on
some basis other than athletics.
We should draw in more
minorities
from
the
community."
I asked him whether or not he
regretted his actions— coming
here and participating in
football. He does not answer for
a moment nor does he even
seem to breathe.
"No...I don't. But I do recall
the last night that I ever had to
engage in anything associated
with football. It was our aaards
dinner and I sat there knowing
that it would be the last
time...no more hasseling. Then
Scovill gets up and states that
anyone w o advocates abolishing
football is a communist."
"I did gain some from the
experience. When we were
playing down in El Paso
I walked through a
ghetto and saw my people living
like they were...starving."
So we talked some more and
then he smiled...and left. And
Iwas left with the task of writing
about what it was like to be a
brown-skinned black-haired guy
within a white middle class
institution, whose body was
leased for two and a half
years...foragame.

Watch your step.
Walk in a Plymouth and they'll all
watch your step. Try one of
these late model boots:
the supple, antiqued executive;
the rugged, beefy sportsman.
Both at your nearest
Plymouth dealer. Or write
Plymouth Shoe Company, Inc.,
Middleboro, Massachusetts

LEAH'S INN SHOPPE
STOCKTON'S FIRST WOMEN'S BOUTIQUE
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HANDCRAFTED LEATHER
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Manufacturers of World Famous Apache Mocs

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery
pHone

125 E. JAMESTOWN
478-3275
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Queen for a Day—Then What?
by Shari Scearce
What do we do with old
homecoming queens? Is there
some hidden valley in the
Mother Lode country where
HQ's are sent to pass into
anonymity quietly and
gracefully? Are the fair
majesties sacrificed by ISA
priests to appease the ancient
alumni; or are the multitudes of
royalty forever held captive in
some dark corner of Burns
Tower?
Who knows? At least Janeen
Krabbenschmidt, homecoming
queen 1969-style, has not been
abducted by some deranged HQcollector for his museum.
Worry not. She is living right
here in this Utopia of the West,
Stockton.
Deja Vu
Janeen, the representative
from Gamma Phi Beta, along
with representatives from other
girls' living groups, began the
route to the crown by going
before a panel of male students.
The panel was ostensibly made
up of resresentatives from each
male living group.
This panel rated the
candidates on a 25 point scale
(composure, looks, general
attitude) and the top five girls
became the finalists. The girls
then faced the test of fire: a
panel of four Stockton
businessmen. A 25 point scale
was again used, and the top
rated girl was selected Queen.
E equals mc(squared)
The final decision about the
UOP homecoming queen rests
with businessmen? Janeen
seriously questioned what the
businessmen had to do with our
HQ. Were they alumni? Were
their interests monetary? Was it
a public relations set-up? Or
were these men supposed to be
impartial judges?
For whatever reasons the
gentlemen were selected,
Janeen was not impressed with
their performances as judges.
According to Janeen, the final
judges asked trivia-type
questions similar to those which
have made the intellectual
finale of the Miss America
Pageant a farce. Janeen
emphasized that the student
. panel had been concerned with
more important issues (birth
control, politics, etc.); thus the
first panel seemed to have more
justification as selectors than
did the second.
Phantasmagoria
Once crowned, Janeen was
swept up into the glitter and
glory of homecoming, all two
days of it. As Queen she reigned
over the rally, the parade, the
game, and (if she made it) the
dance. Although material gain
was not her object she was
showered with treasures:
trophy, costume-jewelry crown,
and roses (now dead).

That was homecoming last
year and that is probably what
homecoming will be this
weekend. Thinking back
Janeen reflects, "It's sad. When
you're little, you think of being
homecoming Queen. Then you
get there and it's nothing."
Cons

When you are homecoming
queen "people use you .
Whatever living group she is in
capitalizes on the fact that she is
HQ and she becomes a portable
example of superiority for the
group (whether she wants to or
not).
Of course the Queen herself
cannot help but raise her
evaluation of herself. As Janeen
admits, "I did benefit in ego."
But that ego dissipates in direct
proportion to the realization
that she is in a meaningless role.
Actually becoming Queen can
turn out to be an ego-blast once
she realizes that she was chosen
as the best-suited person to
represent nothing.
Pros
Janeen uncovered one
redeeming factor that justifies
homecoming, in this age of
tumbling
traditions.
Homecoming projects, though
athetically pursued, do "bring
kids together". By planning and
working on floats and voting for
representatives, the living
groups gain inner unity;
sometimes they might even get
to know some of the people on
their floor. At the very least,
"Doing something together
makes it worthwhile."

HEADQUARTERS

homecoming toward these new
projects.
Proposal Number 2
If we are to perpetuate
homecoming, the system for
selecting HQ's should be
altered. If a general student
election cannot be instituted, at
least let the queen be selected
by a student panel. Possibly a
panel of students could be made
up of representatives from each
living group. The final choice
could be left up to this alluniversity panel.
Hopefuls
Do not let the pessimism of
this article deter any of the HQ
hopefuls. Just remember that
you will not be lauded from the
windows of South-West, and you
will not be trampled by the
masses of loyal UOP subjects.
As Janeen so aptly stated, "The
ones (people) that really count
are the ones that are reallj.
close to you," and as for the rest
of us...?

by Susan Aulik
The Cheerleaders for Womens
Liberation, or the San Francisco
Mime Troupe, presented their
"tender but passionate drama"
to a female dominated crowd of
about 500 on the Y lawn
Thursday. The show was
brought to pacific through the
combined efforts of
the
Anderson Y Center and the
University Speakers program.
"The Independent Female
Rebellion" was the story of
women striving to be human
rather than merely "kept for
pleasure and breeding."
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Mime Show Confronts Chauvanism

Proposal Number 1
Working on homecoming
projects may be a trivial route
to meeting each other, but what
other alternatives have we?
Janeen feels that if more
worthwhile projects (tutoring,
charity drives) are devised that
Gloria, the purposely ultrastill have the minimal unifying
feminine lib leader, was on the
effect that homecoming has, we
verge of becoming the property
should devote the time and
money that is used on of handsome dashing John, the

*

* *

great backer of "penal
servitude". Gloria's strangely
masculine mother was on John's
side and did her best to
influence Gloria to also become
a female slave, or what she
called a "normal girl". Gloria
was torn between her "master"
and female independence . Then
"sister" Miss Bullet, a true
revolutionary who eventually
"got shot in the back for
refusing to live on it", began her
unification of the sisterhood by
organizing a strike in the
company.
Success
When t h e 2 0 0 w o m e n
employees disappeared, the
company ceased to function
efficiently. But, Lo and Behold,
the almighty male oppressor
and president of the company,
was still unable to see women as
more than a sex object. And
alas, John naively assumed the
change in Gloria's behavior was
because of another man (once
again giving no credit to a
woman as a woman).

The play "The Independent
Female" could have been called
"Let Me Tell You About
r
Women's Liberation, Children".
The Troupe seemed to have the
idea that they were spelling out
the movement to a group of y
youngsters. I felt perhaps their
assumption was correct when
members of the audience yelled
"Hooray for the masculine
C kASS/CflJL
D A /AY IX m o c n U 2 woman" and applauded John,
the
"oversized
and
S + 0 7 PH\

H I U N I G H T Tt> 2 AH
10 +0
IPHICHT
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EbVCAVONAl PACCKAMHIH6
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underdeveloped" feminine-man.
Despite their rather insulting
approach, the Mime Troupe did
an excellent job. Interestingly,

they reversed the mythical roles
of women's liberation by,
making the lib leader sugary
sweet while the pro-male
dominance w^man (the mother
was very
u a s c u l i n e it
character. T1
F Mime Troipf
was not ( »• clever <M
talented, but
ere.

Females l > minate UOP
The Mime
oupe started bj
spelling out
simple ovejlv;
dramatized
et very reasituation. Th< were being cite
But it was ti
to get dowi t|
the nitty-gritty. They steppe1off the soap opera box and iij
the lives of the audience wbe
they commented on D#
College's Mini-Skirt Conte:
women being judged by men
objects. They explained U
women's average wage is
percent the average wage
men. A woman with a coll
degree earns less than a h g':
school drop-out male. T
reminded the audience tp
females dominate UOP.
The SF Mime Troupe el
UOP with the plea to al°'
female humanism; to al°'
women to be free so that '
can all have our pride."
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the controversy
concerning athletic funding by
rbA continues to drag on a
number of
rumors have
confused
UOP students.
Misleading accusations on both
sides of the issue resulted in a
university-wide opinion poll to
determine student sentiment on
the subject.
As

At the PSA Senate meetings a
number of budget items were
rubber stamped through while
senators concentrated on the
allocations for athletics and the
student
union fund. A
development which shifted the
emphasis from a purely
monetary one to a question of
priorities was the discovery of
$9,279.84 left unspent by last
year's PSA.

Although the Senate as a body
is undecided, to say the least, on
the question of athletic funding,
we found individual senators
quite sure of their views. The
following senators are fairly
representative of the diversity
of student opinion on this
question.
Football
Allocation
Questionable

Tony
Vaughn, men's
interdorm, is one of the leading

Tom Sherwood, men's
interdorm, is also against
summarily
presenting
the
athletic department with the
biggest single allocation of the
PSA budget. However, he feels
the student union fund could be
cut (if the student body so votes
in the referendum) and this
money could be shifted to
athletics. He also feels that he is
following the general drift of
student opinion in his actions.
Options Unacceptable

In favor of giving the $10,000
to athletics is Covell Senator
Morris Hart. Hart feels that "if
there were a possible way of
incorporating more money I
would favor giving it to
athletics." He does not find the
options of charging students to
attemd football and basketball
games or of withdrawing nonrevenue sports such as soccer
and waterpolo acceptable. "The
university should provide the
student with a total panorama
inducing academic, social, and
athletic activities," Hart
concludes, "the PSA has a
moral obligation to support
athletics as well as any other
function."
Callison Senator Pam
Herrmann feels that the
majority of Callison and
Raymond students are in favor
of cutting off completely the
money to athletics. She pointed
out that, "besides drama,
athletics is the only university

He also objects to giving such a
huge chunk of the student's
money to one program when so
many others are left wanting.
Vaughn is also against moving
the money for the "long
overdue" student union over to
athletics. Although he believes
the present system of putting
away $10,000 for this end yearly
is going nowhere, he feels
athletics have no right to this
money.
Tony Vaughn feels he is acting
in accordance with the wishes of
his constituents, although
pessimistic as to the final
outcome of
the struggle,
believes that most students feel
as he does.

Be the First In Your Commune
BUMPER STICKER EVER PRINTED.
Only 30c for Ecology and KUOP-FM
STOP BY THE RADIO QUONSET AND
BE THE ENVY OF SOME PEOPLE,
ANYWAY.

The Baby Maker

department which applies to
PSA for money." She feels that
money for athletics should come
out of the department budget
since otherwise "we are paying
double, once out of tuition fees
and once out of PSA funds."
Pam suggested that the money
should be placed in a reserve
fund to be administered by a
committee for the use of the
new programs.
Attendance
Indication
Interests

of

Off-campus Senator Craig
Urbani feels that the PSA should
allocate to the athletic
department the funds for which
it asked. He believes that if the
great number of people who
attend football and basketball
games are any indication,
students are quite interestedin
athletics and want to keep the
present free admission in effect.
In Urbani's opinion an
itemized budgget for athletics
would be both improper and
impractical, because first the
PSA does not fund the entire
athletic program and second
because it would take more time
than it would be worth. On the
student union question Urbani
agrees with some of his
colleagues above that the
present method is impractical
and would take about 20 years to
accumulate enough money to
remodel Anderson Y. He feels
that the money should go into
other programs, especially the
presently fundless KUOP AM
and athletics.

NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES
PRESENTS

A ROBERT WISE PRODUCTION

The Baby Maker
Starring

BARBARAHERSHEY
[R| «a»

TECHNICOLOR'

TONIGHT 7:30 9:30

PACIFIC AVE.at ROBINHOOD DR.

m
DALE WASSERMAN'S

"ONE FLEW OVER
THE.
CUCKOOS NEST.
FROM THE BOOK BY KEN KESEY
"Outtasight. I'm amazed."
Ken Kesey

at Little Fox Theatre 6/12/70

voices in the attempt to cut back
the athletic allocation.
He
disliked the admittedly high
handed approach of Cedric
Dempsey, Director of Athletics,
in expecting the PSA to kick
$25,000 into the athletic
program as a matter of course.

TO HAVE THE GREATEST
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"The best stage production
I've seen in years."Herb Caen S.F. Chronicle
STUDENT DISCOUNT: $1.00 OFF.
STUDENT RUSH: 1/2 PRICE.
(15 MINUTES BEFORE CURTAIN)

The Little Fox Theatre. 533 Pacific.San Francisco
Box Office Phone: (415) 434-4738

NMTNWNNUHSAKPAMNONMASSOAXNONMINFIIMIII^.INC PHHITS

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM
ALAN ARKIN

P U T YOUR S I G N O N IT
Nothing could be neater than this
12-karat yellow gold filled mini-necklace
and matching bracelet. Each available
with your very own Zodiac sign.
Necklace, $8. Bracelet, $7.50.

GRANAT BROS

N

uaotaiK«vHn

JOSEPH HELLER

MARTIN BALSAM. RICHARD BENJAMIN. ARTHUR GARFUNKEL,
JACK GILFORD; BUCK HENRY. BOB NEWHAFIL, ANTHONY PERKINS;
PAULA PRENTISS. MARTIN SHEEN. JON VOIGHT &
ORSOIUWELIES ASOBEEDU SCREENPLAY BY BUCK HENRY
PRODUCED BY JOHN CULLY 8 MARTIN RANSOHOFF
DTRECTEO BY MIKE NICHOLS matronSOB mwrnnii
lioacaa • MIPS* • > muaw nam
T MHwniotsmningiiiMiawM

JEWELERS SINCE 1905

WEBERSTOWN MALL•STOCKTON
Open 'til 9 p.m. Mon., Thur. and Fri.

(? I

YOKUT AVE.

477-9325

•i
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Homecoming '70 Adopts "American Spirit
by Larry Seidman
Last summer while the major
portion of UOP students were
indulging in summer activities a
few devoted students were
laboring over the first stages of
Homecoming planning.
The
efforts can be seen culminated
in this year's '70 edition of
Homecoming "We've only just
begun to fight.". This years
theme was selected at a general
meeting open to all living groups
about three weeks ago. The
theme obviously shows foresight
and that fighting American
spirit. It was suggested by the
Tri Delta reepresentative. The
other alternative to the present
theme was "Days of Future
Passed" which failed to prevail
(sorry Moody Blues).
This year's Homecoming
started way back in July. The
first chore for any Homecoming
committee is to hire a musical
group to play for the "famed"

RODDY AUTO
HAMMER LANE

AT LOWER SACTO. RD.
PH. 478-3736

vfeBesr •Selection

TfiPER&CK Bootf

Homecoming dance. The main
complication is finding a big
name band while working within
a restricted budget.

tains of the football team will
crown the queen.
During the rallv. there will be
the traditional quartet contest.
There will be three divisions-mens, women's, and mixed
competition. Songs are are
limited to five minutes in length
with four participants. Judging
will be done by a committee ot
faculty and students. It is not
yet confirmed, but it is rumored
that the faculty will perforrn its
annual all-star production. The
rally will begin at 7:00 pm.
THE PARADE
Parade preparations began
many weeks ago and were
handled by Social Commissioner
Steve Rossen. The route oi the
parade this year will surprise
many as it will begin on the
corner of Pacific and Harding
and continue down Pacific
Avenue ending a UOP. Leading
the parade will be UOP Tiger
Marching Band, attired in their
new orange and black
ensembles.
Following the UOP band will
be some 24 high school bands
from around the greater
Stockton area, from such towns
as Manteca, Gait, Turlock,
Jackson and Ripon, to name just
a few.

Martin One-Hour and Your
Friendly TIGER TUBS
TIGER Say:

LET'S CLEAN
SANTA CLARA

AUM AND TOWER OF
POWER
It isn't unusual to contact as
many as eight booking agents to
arrange availabilities. It took 35
phone calls before finally de
Whether Cleaning or Coin Laundry
ciding upon Tower of Power
and Aum, both from San Fran
Your Headquarters is
cisco. They were hired through
the Millard Agency which is
6503 Pacific Ave.
owned by Fillmore West part of
(by Pay Less)
Bill Graham productions. Aum
One HOUR
has recorded two albums the
latest under the Fillmore label.
Tower of Power is in the pro
cess of recording their first al
THE MOST IN DRV CLEANING
bum. Both groups have per
formed at Fillmore West vari
ous times and have been
received very well.
THE DANCE
The dance will be held on
campus for the first time in
many years. Aum and Tower of
Power will each perform two
Lower Sacramento Road a>
Jammer L^ne
sets, beginning at 9 p.m. and
behind Enco St
>n
lasting until2a.m. Therationale
behind holding the dance on
campus was due to the absence
COLD DRAFT BEER
of available space in the
community (i.e. the Civic
HAPPY HOUR 5-7 P.M.
Auditorium and Scottish rite
In addition to the bands, there
Temple.). Also, the on campus
ENCHILADA
TACO
will be floats, entered by vari
25c
Beef
45c
Crisp
l o c a t i o n a l l e v i a t e s t h e ous living groups. They will
Cheese
45c
Soft
transportation problem and the hopefully carry out the 1970
DHP (date-hang-up-problem). Homecoming theme 'We ve
BURRITO
30c TOSTADA
...
The dress requitement has been Only Just Begun to Fight. "This
Rice
25c Refried BEANS
dropped-- wear what you want.
will be, no doubt, an inspiration
The dance and decoration for all tiger-rooters and all
Taco BURGER ....30c Car ->os DOG .! ft
committee, which was formed
people who believe in the found
three weeks ago, has spent ing qualities of human decency
many hours on planning
and moral righteousness.
decorations for the gym. Most
people should be pleasantly
The ringleadei for the parade
surprised when they find the
will be Dr. D.A. Gerber, the
gym completely defumagated
famed TV producer of your
OPEN 24 HOURS
from its regular odors. The PSA
favorite shows, Nancy and the
FREE
DELIVERY
7 A.M. TO
may provide at no additional
Professor. Along with him, the
(Small Charge on Orders Under $2.5C
cost, complimentary cans of
Honary Grand Marshal will be
2210 Pacific Ave.
PHc
Arrid Extra Dry for those who
none other than our own Dean of
need it.
Students Uward S. Betz.
Friday's highlight is the
Queen contest which is held at
the PSA Homecoming rally in
the conservatory. Two weeks
ago, all living groups chose a
representative queen cndidate.
It was decided that the the old
system of judging the queen
candidates would be changed
Instead of a bunch of old men
from the Stockton community
judging the sex objects in the
preliminaries, a bunch of young
men and women students will
evaluate the sex objects. These
unbiased souls are known under
the general term of the PSA
Senate. (They are supposedly
doing it for the good of the
S o m e of you got t h e idea Red T o p ' s new 1 5 c h a m b u r g e r w a s just a
school? The Senate narrows
temporary offer. A S u p e r Special. Not on your life. It's h e r e t o s t a y —
the field from 23 to 10
candidates.
t h e s a m e meaty all-beef burger topped with Red T o p ' s own t a n g y
These 10 are then taken to
Western s a u c e . And on a full 3y 2 -inch bun. All f o r 1 5 c e n t s . All t h e
lunch Thursday afternoon at the
time. So come and get 'em.
Islander. The young beauties
are then judged by a panel of
five old men and women from
^jmm^
IOV CAU1...UM 5>tVLIM
the Stockton business
community. The finalists are
then herded over to the
1612
conservatory Friday night for
Pacific Ave.
the crowning ceremony for the
•••••I
lucky girl. This year, in another
break from tradition,
appropriately (?) the co-cap-

murium

senor eamt is

RICE'S AVENUE DRU

The only 150 hamburger
in town...

BUILDING A FLOAT?
GENERALLY IN A RUSH?
NEED A QUICK LIFT?

NO MORE THAN A
TWO MINUTE WAIT
AT TACO BELL!
Enchiladas Go
Great with Crepe
Paper and Chicken
Wire!

xms
Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

is here
to stay!

15$ EACH...OR SEVEN FOR $1.00

i, RED TOP

October

16, 1970
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Water Polo
by Jim McCartney
mat sort of program does the
Later P°l° team have for
fruiting players? Alimitedone
) say the least.
Operating

the

on

limited

budget of $200 per year, coach
Rose does all the recruiting
i self He travels up and down

the state looking for the best
talent available. Since he makes
many trips as coach of the
Stockton Swim Club, he tries to
combine road trips and
recruiting for UOP. He also
corresponds to schools out of
state,
particularly
Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah
Rose is prevented from making
out of state trips because of
lack of funds.
Once a prospective player
shows an interest in Pacific he
is brought to the school to' be
wined, dined, and shown the
facilities. This is done largely by
the swimmers themselves.
Right now Pacific is trying to
build a team which can compete
successfully in the university
level. UOP has broken sixteen
records the past two yearssuch an achievement would
have meant first place in the
college
division.
However,
since they are now in the uni
versity division, they are no
where near the top nationally.
In order to build a top-rate
team full scholarships are
needed. Under the present
system water polo players may
not receive room and board;
they may only be given credit
for their tuition or part of it.

Alumni Attack
Polo Team
by Jim McCartney

BEAT SANTA CLARA!

DINO SAYS:
RIGHT ON!

MAKE THIS
HOMECOMING
TRULY GREAT!

DINOS
Across from Bruner's

Nlext

t0 the

Hide-A-Way on
Hammer Lane

|0pEN 11 A.M—11 p.M.
477-7727

Every year Pacific has its
varsity alumni water polo game
on Homecoming Day, and every
year they are overshadowed by
football. This does not stop the
game from continuing nor does
it stifle the enthusiasm of the
players.
This year is no different.
There will be ten or twelve
former Ail-Americans repre
senting the alumni, including:
John Felix, the 6'6" 250 pound
giant from Holland; Bob Goran,
who played in the Olympic
games; and Boyd Mickey who
competed in the Pan American
Games.
The games have been fairly
even in recent years, with each
side winning approximately the
same number of games. Last
year the alumni won 13-12. The
varsity-alumni game will be
played at the UOP pool.

SOPHISTICATED SKIERS
NEED THE
FINEST
EQUIPMENT
we've got it at

village sports
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 10 A.M.-* P.M. — SATURDAY 9-3
LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 47R-M15

Cross Country
The UOP Cross Country team
| traveled to Sac. St. for the meet
held there. The team entered
the open division which covered
a sandy 4.8 mile course. All
members of the team ran unat
tached. Running were Alan Gogna placing 48th, followed by
Mark Gardner 51st, Frank DeRuyter 65th, George Thomp
son 77th and Ralph Huden 95th
from an excellent field of 150
fine runners.

Tigers Dump Tigers 34-0
by Alonzo Karr

athletics, was dumped last year
The machine-like Louisiana
State University Tigers mecha 44-14 by UOP in a game that
featured punchouts between the
nically defeated the underdog
University of the Pacific Ti two squads. The game should be
gers 34-0 before 50,000 howling interesting for it always brings
fans in Baton Rouge last Satur out the bitterest of feelings
among the two teams.
day evening.

No official score was kept but
the coach feels his team faired
in the race since it was only their
second race of the new season
and most of the other teams
have competed in at least four
or five races this year, one pro
blem this year has been having
enough runners. Five runners
are needed to compete officially.

19th ranked nationally LSU
was just too tough for Pacific to
overcome. Their team has a five
year football scholarship
program. This program enabled
LSU to execute their play
efficiently.
Again Pacific couldn't
generate any offense as they
achieved only 6 first downs.
Against the tough LSU defense,
Pacific gained only 126 net
yards. This was the first shutout
loss since the 24-0 blanking by
Stanford in 1968. The Bayou
Bengals , fourth in the nation,
rushed and smothered Pacific to
three net yards gained on the
ground. Honor Jackson, Paci
fic's fleet receiver, was able
to grab five receptions for 60
yards.

Pacific's defensive line,
gained respect from LSU for
whenever they were in tough
yardage situations, it would
pass or sweep ends. This was
because the Southerners found
the going too rough against the
interior of the Pacific defense.
After the game, the head de
fensive line coach for the LSU
Tigers paid the tribute to Paci
fic's
"hitters" by stating,
"Pacific hits as hard as any
team we've faced."
The score would have been
much closer but a Read fumble
in the last minute of the game
set up the last LSU touchdown.
Hard jarring Pacific tackles
caused LSU to lose three fum
bles with Pat Cosgrove, Greg
Runnals, and Steve Simondi
making the recoveries.
Because Pacific had punting
problems, Fields took over and
averaged 43 yards for his four
punts.
Pacific, now (3 and 2), returns
home this week to face the
University of Santa Clara Bron
cos next Saturday for home
coming. Santa Clara,
Pacific s
uara, ratine
bitterest rival in all phases of
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